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Changes in the adhesion synthesis and functional activity of T-lymphocytes 

during different forms of periodontitis have been studied by the method of 

leukocyte adhesion inhibition. It has been established that during periodontitis 

a pronounced sensitization of T-lymphocytes to lipopolysaccharides develops. It 

has been established that the effect of cytokines on the adhesive activity of T 

lymphocytes is of opposite nature. The inhibitory effect was more frequently 

observed with respect to prostaglandin preparations. Pr 2 in contrast to @ 2 

interferon induced specific stimulation of T-lymphocytes according to the 

severity of the disease. The effect of collagen on T-lymphocyte adhesion 

receptors was detected in all forms of periodontitis — stimulation of 

lymphocyte adhesion receptors.  
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Basic Materials: Of leading importance in the pathogenesis of periodontitis are 

the molecular biological shifts that develop as a result of the interaction of the 

periodontal pocket microflora with cytokines. Of particular importance in this 

process are the adhesive receptors of bacterial flora, epithelium, immunocytes, 

interleukins and biologically active substances (prostaglandin E, microbial 

endotoxin-type lipopolysaccharides, etc.), which are the most pathogenic 

Activation and regulation (1,4,6,7). Inhibition of leukocyte adhesion is mediated 

by the T-cell mediator (Lai-factor) and is specific in nature. This reaction is carried 

out at the expense of the existing activity and not the de novo synthesis of the 

factor and reflects the potential for different subpopulations of T lymphocytes (1, 

3, 4, 5). The biological essence of activation of adhesive receptors is that the 

reduction of adhesive activity of leukocytes upon contact with a specific antigen 

reduces the number of in vivo fixed cells, which promotes cellular cooperation in 



the process of recognizing foreign antigens, leukocytes Activation of segmental 

leukocytes and enhancement of their phagocytic function (1,2,6).  

Of some importance in this regard is the study of the adhesive properties of 

leukocytes through the Leucocyte Adhesion Inhibition (Lei-Test) test for leukocyte 

adhesion inhibition. The Lai-test is a correlator of the hypersensitivity type of the 

delayed type and is used as an indicator of the reactivity of the cells to the 

bacterial and tissue antigen, the determination of which is a specific indicator of 

the intensity of the cellular response of the immune response to the antigen 

(1,3,5,6). It is clear from the above that the study of the adhesive activity of 

leukocytes during periodontitis allows to determine the patterns characteristic of 

the molecular-biological mechanisms of the bacterial-epithelial interaction 

process in the early stages of periodontitis. It should also be noted that this 

problem, despite its theoretical and practical significance, has not been studied to 

date. Molecular-biological shifts in the interaction of oral microorganisms, 

biologically active substances and cytokines produced by immune reactions cause 

the activation and regulation of adhesive molecules of the earliest stage of 

periodontitis, bacterium-epithelium. This is followed by stimulation of antigen-

reactive T-lymphocytes, the full functioning of which can be detected by 

interaction with relevant adhesive receptors in the presence of a colon-

stimulating factor (1, 4, 5, 7). 

One of the important mechanisms for the development of immune reactions is 

the activation of adhesive receptors on immunocytes, the intensity and features 

of which during periodontitis have not been studied to date. These processes 

were first studied by us using the leukocyte adhesion inhibition method 

(Leukocyte Adhesion Inhibition-LAI). These studies have allowed us to show that 

during generalized periodontitis, as a result of enhanced synthesis and functional 

activity of T-lymphocyte adhesion receptors, their adhesive activity increases 

according to the severity of the disease. In contrast to T-lymphocytes, activation 

of polynuclear adhesion receptors in patients with periodontitis is negligible and 

does not depend on the degree of development of the pathological process. 

Therefore, specific inhibition of T-cell adhesion receptors has been studied in 

subsequent studies. Experiments in this series have allowed us to show that 

during periodontitis a pronounced sensitization of T-lymphocytes to 



lipopolysaccharides develops. Exposure to T-lymphocytes (above the two 

standard mean values of normal) by bacterial lipopolysaccharides in the liver and 

mouth was 23-29% and 33-45%, respectively, 6-14 times higher than in healthy 

individuals. Thus, during periodontitis, the body's autosensitization to an 

intracellular universal antigen such as liver lipopolysaccharides is more rarely 

detected than sensitization to a microbial factor. Whereas the leukocyte adhesion 

inhibition test correlates with inhibition of in vitro macrophage migration 

inhibition and hypersensitivity reactions, It is likely that modulation of T-

lymphocyte adhesion receptors leads to the realization of the mutagenic effect of 

bacterial lipopolysaccharides and stimulation of B-lymphocytes (1,3, 6, 7). 

Interaction of adhesive receptor regulators with cytokines in patients with various 

forms of periodontitis and blood mononuclear cells of control individuals revealed 

the opposite nature of their effect on the adhesive activity of T lymphocytes, 

which significantly depends on the severity of the disease. More often, inhibitory 

effect is observed on T-cell receptors for prostaglandin-type drugs. Pr 2 in 

contrast to recombinant @ 2 interferon induces specific stimulation of 

lymphocyte adhesion in patients with periodontitis, which is most pronounced in 

severe forms of the disease. It is likely that stimulation of the pronounced 

adhesion effect of interferon-induced mononuclear cells significantly contributes 

to the adaptive binding of the anti-inflammatory effect of prostaglandin PR2, 

confirming the important role of prostaglandin PR2 in the pathogenesis of 

periodontitis. This assumption is consistent with data from a number of authors 

who point to the important role of prostaglandin E in the development of 

immunopathological reactions during periodontitis (1, 4, 6, 7). Of particular 

importance are the data obtained as a result of the influence of the universal 

messenger - collagen on the adhesive receptors on T lymphocytes. These studies 

have shown for the first time that all forms of periodontitis develop T-cell 

sensitization to type I collagen, which is manifested by its action by stimulation of 

T-cell adhesion receptors. These data lead us to conclude that among the many 

functions of collagen, one of the most important functions is to stimulate the 

adhesion of T-lymphocytes by enhancing the synthesis of adhesive molecules, 

which in turn leads to the realization of the biological effects of collagen.  
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ლ. ჯაში, ნ. გოგებაშვილი                                                                                                                                             

T-ლიმფოციტების ადჰეზიური აქტივობის ცვლილებები პაროდონტიტის 

დროს                                                                                                                                      

თსსუ, პაროდონტისა და პირის ღრუს ლორწოვანის დაავადებათა 

დეპარტამენტი                                                                                                 

”კრიტიკულ მდგომარეობათა და კატასტროფათა მედიცინა”, 

,2021,69-70, თბილისი,საქართველო.  

ლეიკოციტების ადჰეზიისინჰიბიციის მეთოდით შესწავლილია 

სხვადასხვა ფორმების პაროდონტიტის დროს T-ლიმფოციტების 

ადჰეზიური სინთეზის და ფუნქციონალური აქტივობის ცვლილებები. 

დადგენილია, რომ პაროდონტიტის დროს ვითარდება T-ლიმფოციტების 

მკვეთრად გამოხატული სენსიბილიზაცია ლიპოპოლისაქარიდების 

მიმართ. დადგენილია, რომ T-ლიმფოციტების ადჰეზიურ აქტივობაზე 

ციტოკინების ზემოქმედებას აქვს ურთიერთსაპირისპირო ხასიათი. 

ინჰიბიციური ეფექტი უფრო ხშირად გამოვლინდა პროსტაგლანდინის 

პრეპარატების მიმართ. პრ2განსხვავებით @2ინტერფერონი იწვევდა T-

ლიმფოციტების სპეციფიკურ სტიმულაციას დაავადების სიმძიმის 

მიხედვით. T-ლიმფოციტების ადჰეზიურ რეცეპტორებზე კოლაგენის 

ზემოქმედების შედეგად პაროდონტიტის ყველას ფორმების დროს 

გამოვლინდა T-ლიმფოციტების ადჰეზიური რეცეპტორების 

სტიმულაცია.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


